Contribute your voice and valuable opinion to the conversation and help shape AACT programs.

Share time-saving and innovative ideas with other chemistry teachers via online discussions, blogs, or social media.

Read articles you can relate to written by other K–12 teachers of chemistry in our online periodical, Chemistry Solutions.

Get involved in a community with other passionate teachers of chemistry where you can ask questions, find support, and overcome challenges.

Discover a wealth of quality teaching resources that you can quickly implement in the classroom.

Explore our easy-to-navigate, straight-forward website and find ideas for creating new lessons.

Participate in professional development opportunities created by AACT—just for you—on everyday topics such as safety, NGSS, and more.

Take advantage of opportunities to learn from experienced teachers and professionals, or find reward in helping a less experienced teacher.

Stay up-to-date and informed on topics, trends, and shifts in chemistry education.
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American Association of Chemistry Teachers

Does this sound like an organization for you? Visit teachchemistry.org to join now!

Benefits at a glance:

- Member-only chemistry teaching resources, including lesson plans, multimedia, and more
- Online periodical about teaching chemistry in the K–12 classroom
- Community of teachers
- Subscription to ChemMatters, an education magazine by the American Chemical Society
- Blogs, giveaways, and other resources as requested by you
How will an AACT membership benefit teachers?
AACT will offer educators and teachers alike an opportunity to find credible resources for all of their curriculum development.

– Jessica Levine
Middle School Science Teacher, Washington

What will AACT offer?
A network of chemistry teachers and the support that can come from being able to collaborate with other teachers, whether they’re down the street or across the country.

– Shelly Belleau
High School Chemistry Teacher, Colorado

Why should I join?
What’s so great about AACT?
The connections. The connections you make with other teachers, professors, experts in the area, and people in industry. And those connections are long-lasting.

– Regis Goode
High School Chemistry Teacher, South Carolina

Visit teachchemistry.org to learn more about membership, sign up for news and updates, or access teaching materials.